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Abstract. Considering the surface roughness of piston ring and cylinder liner and deformation of cylinder liner,
the friction dynamics calculation model of cylinder liner-piston ring friction pair was established. The effects of
top ring, other piston rings and cylinder liner surface roughness on friction performance were analyzed by
grouping comparison and Box-Behnken response surface methodology. The calculation results show that when
the surface roughness of the piston ring increases, the friction of the asperity increases slightly, the friction of the
ﬂuid decreases, and the total friction loss decreases. When the surface roughness of the cylinder liner increases,
the friction of the asperity decreases slightly, the friction of the ﬂuid increases, and the total friction loss
increases.
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1 Introduction
The cylinder liner-piston ring friction pair mainly plays a
sealing role in the internal work of the engine, and the
friction loss generated in the work accounts for approximately 26% of the total loss of the engine [1]. It can be seen
from previous studies that the operating conditions of the
engine [2], the structural parameters of the piston ring and
the cylinder liner [3], and the elastic force of the piston ring
[4] have different effects on the friction performance of the
cylinder liner piston ring friction pair. Since the piston ring
and cylinder liner cannot obtain a completely smooth
surface in the processing and production process, the
micro-convex on the surface also has a certain impact on
the friction performance of the friction pair with the
cylinder liner piston ring. In addition, adding surface
texture on the surface of the piston ring or cylinder liner is
also one of the important means to improve friction
performance. In recent years, researchers have also
conducted in-depth research in the ﬁelds of surface
roughness and surface texture [5]. For example, Li [6]
used AVL -PR to establish the dynamic simulation model
of the piston ring group and analyzed the inﬂuence of
different surface roughness texture directions on the
friction performance under different working conditions.
The results showed that different surface roughness texture
* e-mail: liuna_sd@sdjzu.edu.cn

directions had signiﬁcant indigenous effects on the sealing
performance and friction performance of the diesel engine.
When the piston ring surface was horizontally textured and
the cylinder liner was vertically textured, the sealing
performance and friction performance of the engine could
be improved. Wu [7] studied the inﬂuence of the inner
surface mesh of cylinder liner on the friction performance
by solving the average Reynolds equation, and found that
the a larger roughness or cross-type inner mesh was
beneﬁcial for improving the friction performance and
reducing the friction loss. Rao [8] analyzed the friction
performance of three cylinder liners with different surface
textures through wear experiments. The results show that
the surface texture shape has an impact on the friction
performance, and the surface texture area also has a certain
impact on the friction performance. In addition, Liu [9]
found that each piston ring in the piston ring group would
have mixed lubrication in the work, that is, all piston rings
would produce micro-convex friction in the movement,
indicating that it is also necessary to study the inﬂuence of
the structure of different piston rings on the friction
performance.
In previous studies, the inﬂuence of a single piston ring
on the friction performance of cylinder liner piston ring
friction pair was mostly studied, but the overall study
of the piston ring group was relatively rare. In this paper,
taking a single-cylinder diesel engine as the research
object, considering the deformation of the engine cylinder
liner, surface roughness, and mixed lubrication, a simulation
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model of the cylinder liner-piston ring group is established. In addition to analyzing the inﬂuence of surface
roughness of top ring and cylinder liner on friction force
and friction loss of cylinder liner piston ring friction pair,
considering the coupling effect of multiple piston rings,
the inﬂuence of surface roughness of four piston rings in
piston ring group on friction loss was analyzed by response
surface methodology. It provides a reference for the
optimization design of surface processing of piston ring
and cylinder liner of diesel engine.

2 Theoretical basis
2.1 Mean reynolds equation
Considering the effect of roughness on friction performance, the pressure ﬂow factor and shear ﬂow factor are
introduced, and the average Reynolds equation proposed
by PATIR and CHENG [10] is used to calculate the oil ﬁlm
pressure distribution between the cylinder liner and piston
ring.
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Therein: L is the length of the piston ring in the
circumferential direction.
2.2 Rough contact model
Due to the roughness between the two surfaces of the piston
ring and cylinder liner, when the ﬁlm thickness ratio H < 3
(H = h/a), the friction pair is in a mixed lubrication state,
and the two surfaces will have micro-convex contact during
the relative motion, generating micro-convex contact force.
This paper adopts the rough surface contact model
proposed by Greenwood and Tripp [12] to calculate the
micro-convex contact force between cylinder liner and
piston ring [13].
pﬃﬃﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃ
16 2
s
pðhbsÞE
AF 5=2 ðH Þ
ð5Þ
WA ¼
15
b
Ac ¼ p2 ðhbsÞ2 AF 2 ðH Þ
E¼

1


:
ð7Þ
1n22
Therein: fx , fy are the axial and circumferential
þ
E2
pressure ﬂow factors respectively; fs is the shear ﬂow
factor; r is the lubricant density; p is the oil ﬁlm pressure; U
is the movement speed of the piston ring; a is the
Therein: WA is the micro-convex contact force; h is the
comprehensive roughness of thep
two
surfaces
of the piston micro-convex density; b is the micro-convex radius of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
ring and the cylinder liner, s ¼ s 21 þ s 22 ; s 1 is the surface curvature; H is the ﬁlm thickness ratio; A is the nominal
roughness of the piston ring; a2 is the surface roughness of contact surface contact of the micro-convex; Ac is the
the cylinder liner; h is the nominal oil ﬁlm thickness, ht is actual contact area of the micro-convex; E is the integrated
the expected value of the actual oil ﬁlm thickness; m is the elastic modulus of the two surfaces of the piston ring and
lubricant dynamic viscosity.
the cylinder liner; E1, E2 are the modulus of elasticity of
Regarding the solution method of the Reynolds cylinder liner and piston ring; v1, v2 are the Poisson’s ratio
equation [11], the ﬁnite difference method proposed by of cylinder liner and piston ring.
SOUTHWELL is one of the earliest classes of solution
The calculation formulas of F2.5(H) and F2(H) are as
methods, and it is currently widely used in related research. follows:
The Reynolds equation is solved by determining
the boundary conditions, which are the axial F2:5 ðHÞ
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2.3 Piston ring force model
In addition to gravity, the piston ring is mainly subjected
to the force of the combustion chamber gas, the piston ring
groove, as well as friction and its own elastic force.
Figure 1 shows the force diagram when the piston moves
upward.
2.3.1 Radial force balance of piston ring
The radial force equilibrium condition of the piston ring in
operation is:
W A þ F L ¼ F g þ F e:

ð10Þ

Therein: WA is the micro-convex contact force; FL is the
lubricant ﬂuid force between the cylinder liner piston ring;
Fg is the piston ring backlash gas force; Fe is the piston
ring’s own elastic force.
The lubricant ﬂuid force between the piston ring and
the cylinder liner can be obtained by integrating the oil ﬁlm
pressure on the piston ring. The speciﬁc calculation
formula is:
F L ¼ ∬ pdxdy:

ð11Þ

The calculation formula of piston ring backlash gas
force is:
F g ¼ 9pg pðD  2T Þb:

ð12Þ

Therein: pg is the gas pressure of piston ring backlash; D
is the diameter of the piston ring; T is the radial thickness of
the piston ring; b is the axial height of the piston ring.
The calculation formula of the elastic force of the piston
ring is:
4E2 TS
F e ¼ D2T D2T
Db:
9 T
T  1ÞÞ

ð13Þ

Fig. 1. Piston ring force diagram.
x2

F H ¼ ∫x ðt 1 þ t2 Þdx:
1

ð16Þ

Therein: t0 is the shear stress constant, the value is
2 X 106 ; a is the boundary friction coefﬁcient; x1,x2 are the
starting point and ending point of the oil ﬁlm; t 1, t2 is the
shear factor.
2.3.3 Total piston ring friction
The total friction force on the piston ring is mainly
composed of lubricant ﬂuid friction and asperity friction
between the contact surface of the piston ring and the
cylinder liner.
F f ¼ F H þ F A:

ð17Þ

Therein: Ff is the total friction force; FH is the ﬂuid
friction force; and FA is the asperity friction force.

3 Model building
Therein: E2 it is the elastic modulus of the piston ring; S
is the opening gap of the piston ring.
2.3.2 Piston ring axial force balance
The axial force equilibrium condition of the piston ring in
operation is:
Mg þ F 2 ¼ F H þ F A þ Rx þ F 1 :

ð14Þ

Therein: Mg is the piston ring gravity; F2 is the gas
pressure on the upper surface of the piston ring; FH is the
ﬂuid friction; FA is the asperity friction; Rx is the support
force of the piston ring groove on the lower surface of the
piston ring; F1 is the gas pressure on the lower surface of the
piston ring.
The calculation formula of asperity friction and ﬂuid
friction is as follows:
F A ¼ t0 Ac þ aW A

ð15Þ

3.1 Engine dynamics model
Taking a single-cylinder diesel engine as the research object,
according to the main parameters of the engine in Table 1, the
dynamic model of the piston ring friction pair of the cylinder
liner is established in AVL EXCITE P&R. The dynamic
model mainly consists of piston, cylinder liner, piston ring
set, piston pin, connecting rod and other major components,
as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 gives the relative position of the
piston and piston ring of the engine. Table 2 presents the
mass and basic dimensions of each piston ring.
3.2 Engine thermodynamic model
In addition to the main structural parameters, it is
necessary to obtain important parameters such as
combustion chamber pressure, temperature, heat transfer
coefﬁcient and cylinder liner surface proﬁle during engine
operation when building the model.
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Table 1. Main engine parameters.
Parameters

Parameter Value

Number of cylinders
Stroke
Calibration speed
Bore x stroke
Connecting rod length
Crankshaft radius
Compression ratio
Lubricants Type

1
4
2000 r/min
95 mm x 115 mm
210 mm
57.5 mm
20
5W-30

GT-Power is used to establish the thermodynamic
model of the engine as shown in Figure 4. Calculation of the
thermodynamic parameters of the engine under rated
conditions (8.8 kw, 2000 r/min). The change curves of the
combustion chamber pressure, temperature and heat
transfer coefﬁcient with the crankshaft rotation angle of
the engine are calculated in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Based on the
data in the ﬁgure, the average combustion temperature
and the average heat transfer coefﬁcient were obtained as
598 °C and 375 W/m2 °C, respectively.
The calculated data were compared with the experimental data in previous studies. In [14], combustion
pressure reaches a maximum value of approximately
7.6 MPa at 7 °C after the upper dead center of the work
stroke, while the cylinder temperature reaches a maximum
value of approximately 1980 at 40 °C after the upper dead
center. The maximum combustion pressure calculated by
this model was 7.5 MPa at 14 °C after the upper dead
center, and the maximum combustion temperature was
1939 °C at 34 °C after the upper dead center, indicating
that the calculation results of this model were accurate.
3.3 Cylinder liner deformation

Fig. 2. Dynamics model.

During the engine operation, the cylinder liner is slightly
deformed by the combustion chamber temperature and
other factors for a long time, and its surface proﬁle changes
have some inﬂuence on the friction performance of the
cylinder liner piston ring friction pair [15].
The deformation of the cylinder liner during operation
is analyzed by ﬁnite element software considering the
thermal load of the cylinder liner and its assembly preload.
According to the formula given in [16] and the average
combustion temperature and heat transfer coefﬁcient of the
combustion chamber obtained in Section 3.2, the distribution characteristics of the surface combustion temperature and heat transfer coefﬁcient of the cylinder liner
along the axial direction are calculated as:
pﬃﬃ
ð18Þ
T ðsÞ ¼ T m ·ð1 þ k2 gÞ·e b
aðsÞ ¼ am ·ð1 þ k1 gÞ·e

Fig. 3. Relative position of piston ring and piston.

p3 ﬃﬃ
b

:

ð19Þ

Therein: T(s), a(s) are the cylinder liner surface
combustion temperature and heat transfer coefﬁcient
along with the axial height change; Tm, am are the average
combustion temperature in the combustion chamber and
the heat transfer coefﬁcient; k1, k2 are constants, k1 = 0.537
(l/d)0.24, k2 = 1.45k1 ; l is the piston stroke; d is the cylinder
liner inner diameter; g = s/l (0 g  1), s is the piston axial
displacement, s = 0 when the piston is located in the upper
stop.
The surface combustion temperature and heat transfer
coefﬁcient distribution are calculated, which are used as
boundary conditions. The temperature ﬁeld distribution of
the cylinder liner is simulated by ﬁnite element software,
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Table 2. Piston ring mass and dimensional parameters.

Top ring
Second Ring
Three rings
Oil ring

Mass (g)

Ring height (mm)

Ring thickness (mm)

21
22
22
30

2.97
3.00
3.00
5.58

3.50
3.56
3.56
3.44

Fig. 4. Engine thermodynamic model.

Fig. 5. Combustion chamber pressure variation curve with
crankshaft rotation angle.

and the experimental results are compared. Multiple
temperature characteristic points are taken in the upper,
middle and lower parts of the cylinder liner. The speciﬁc
temperature measurement points are shown in Figure 8,
and the average temperature measurement points in the
same plane are calculated. The calculation results are
shown in Table 3 with the experimental results [17]. The

Fig. 6. Combustion chamber temperature variation curve with
crankshaft rotation angle.

comparison shows that the temperature numerical error of
the corresponding characteristic points is within 3%,
indicating that the calculation results of the model are
reliable.
After completing the calculation of the deformation of
the cylinder liner, 36 paths are taken on the inner surface of
the cylinder liner, the radial deformation information of all
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Fig. 8. Position of cylinder liner temperature measuring point.

Fig. 7. Heat transfer coefﬁcient variation curve with crankshaft
rotation angle.

the nodes on each path is extracted, and the ﬁnal radial
deformation proﬁle of the cylinder liner is shown in
Figure 9.

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Top ring surface roughness on friction
performance
Taking the top ring of the piston ring as an example, the
inﬂuence of piston ring surface roughness on the friction
performance of the cylinder liner-piston ring friction pair is
analyzed, and three different roughness of 0.8 mm, 1.2 mm
and 1.6 mm are set and simulated to obtain the variation
curves of asperity friction, ﬂuid friction and total friction
with engine crankshaft angle as shown in Figures 10 and 11.
As can be seen from the curves in Figure 10, the asperity
friction mainly occurs near the upper dead center of the
engine's work stroke. At this time, the piston ring and
the cylinder liner are in the mixed lubrication state, and the
friction force is generated by the micro-convex contact
between the surfaces. At other times, the piston ring and
cylinder liner are in a ﬂuid lubricated state, and the
asperity friction is basically zero. The change in piston ring
surface roughness has a slight effect on the asperity friction,
and the magnitude of its friction force increases slightly
with the increase in roughness. The curves in Figure 12
show that the ﬂuid friction force acts throughout the cycle,
and the change in piston ring surface roughness has a
signiﬁcant effect on the ﬂuid friction force. With the
increase in piston ring surface roughness, the ﬂuid friction
decreases. This is because the increase in piston ring surface
roughness facilitates the storage of lubricant on the piston
ring surface and improves its frictional properties.
Figure 13 shows that the radial hydrodynamic load
carrying capacity of the piston ring changes with the crank
angle. It can be seen that the hydrodynamic load carrying

capacity of the piston ring with a roughness of 0.8mm is
signiﬁcantly less than that of 1.2 mm and 1.6 mm piston
rings before the stop point of the compression stroke.
The variation in the radial asperity load carrying
capacity of the piston ring with the crankshaft angle is
shown in Figure 14. Among them, when the roughness
is 0.8 mm, the asperity load carrying capacity is slightly
larger than the other two kinds of roughness, but the
asperity load carrying capacity of the 1.2 mm and 1.6 mm
piston rings is not much different.
Figure 15 shows the change curve of the friction loss of
the top ring with the engine crankshaft angle. The friction
loss of the friction pair is largest near the upper dead center
of the engine work stroke, and its value increases with the
increase in the roughness of the piston ring surface. At this
time, the asperity friction between the piston ring and the
cylinder liner plays a dominant role. The increase in
roughness increases the surface area of the micro-convex
body peak element contact increase, which leads to an
increase in friction loss. At the other times, ﬂuid friction
plays a dominant role, the roughness of the piston ring
surface is larger, and the ﬂuid friction is smaller, so the
friction loss decreases with increasing roughness.
4.2 Effect of surface roughness of piston ring set on
friction performance
In addition to the top ring, the engine has two other air
rings and one oil ring, and the three piston rings will also
generate friction losses in operation. Figure 16 shows the
four piston rings friction loss curve with the crankshaft
angle change.
As seen in Figure 16, the friction loss of the top ring
accounts for a higher percentage of the total friction loss
compared to the other piston rings, while the oil ring friction
loss accounts for the lowest percentage, and the asperity
friction loss of the top ring is signiﬁcantly higher than that of
the other piston rings. The friction loss generated by the ﬁrst
three rings during the work stroke of the piston has a
signiﬁcant increase, and the friction loss of the oil ring does
not change much in each stroke of the piston.
To study the effect of surface roughness on friction
performance of different piston rings, this paper adopts the
Box-Behnken experimental design method [18], in which the
surface roughness of each piston ring is used as the design
factor and the average friction loss is used as the response.
The experimental design factors and their levels (level 0, 1, -1
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Table 3. Comparison of experimental values.

Calculated values
Experimental value
Error

Upper temperature (K)

Middle temperature (K)

Lower temperature (K)

441
429
2.79%

409
410
0.20%

390
402
2.98%

Fig. 9. Extraction of cylinder sleeve deformation proﬁle.

Fig. 10. Asperity friction.

represent three different roughness values) are shown in
Table 4 [19], speciﬁc experimental arrangements are shown
in Table 5, and the ﬁnal combination produced 29 sets of
experimental scenarios, which are shown in Figure 17.
In response surface methodology, polynomial ﬁtting is
generally used to characterize the relationship between the
test factors and the response value. In this paper, based on
the test grouping and its calculation results, the relationship
between each factor and the response is ﬁtted with a secondorder polynomial to obtain the following regression model:
W ¼ 208:01  12:13A  10:48B  13:26C  9:10D
 0:36AB  0:17AC  2:67AD  0:061BC
þ 0:61BD  3:87CD þ 3:60A2 þ 1:70B2
þ 3:97C 2  1:65D2 :
ð20Þ

Fig. 11. Total friction.

Therein: W is the average friction loss; A is the top ring
roughness mm; B is the second ring roughness mm; C is the
third ring roughness mm; D is the oil ring roughness mm.
Generally, to ensure the accuracy of the model, the
model needs to be tested for signiﬁcance. Several
parameters such as the P-value of the model, the coefﬁcient
of determination R² and the adjusted coefﬁcient of
determination R²adj are generally used to evaluate the
degree of approximation of the regression model [19]. If the
P-value of the model is less than 0.05, it indicates that the
model is signiﬁcant. R² reﬂects the explanatory power of
the regression model to the response value, the value of R2
is generally required to be greater than 0.9. R²adj represents
the correlation between all factors and the response value,
the closer the value is to 1, the higher the accuracy of the
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Fig. 15. Top ring roughness friction loss relationship curve.
Fig. 12. Fluid friction.

Fig. 16. Friction loss of piston ring set.
Fig. 13. Hydrodynamic load carrying capacity.

Figure 18 shows the predicted values of the regression
model results compared with the original values. The
information in the ﬁgure further conﬁrms the accuracy of
the model.
As seen from Figure 19, the average friction loss between
the piston ring and the cylinder liner decreases with the
increase in the surface roughness of each piston ring. The
inﬂuence of piston ring roughness on average friction loss in
the order from small to large is: oil ring, second ring, third ring
and top ring. The inﬂuence of the top ring roughness is the
largest, and the inﬂuence of the oil ring roughness is the
smallest.
4.3 The effect of cylinder liner surface roughness on
friction performance

Fig. 14. Asperity load carrying capacity.

model. In this paper, the P-value of the model is less than
0.0001, that is, the model is signiﬁcant. The values of R2
and R2adj of this model are all above 0.99, which indicates
that the model has high ﬁtting accuracy and can predict the
effect of piston ring surface roughness on friction performance.

The cylinder liner is another important part of the cylinder
liner-piston ring friction pair in addition to the piston ring
set, it is equally necessary to study the inﬂuence of its
surface parameters on the friction performance. Three
different surface roughness of the cylinder liner are selected
for calculation and comparison, the surface roughness of
the cylinder liner is 0.8 mm, 1.2 mm and 1.6 mm, and the
surface roughness of each piston ring is 0.8mm. When the
surface roughness is 0.8 mm, the total friction force and
friction loss are minimal. When the surface roughness of the

N. Liu et al.: Mechanics & Industry 23, 8 (2022)
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Table 4. Box-Behnken design factors and levels.
level

Top ring
roughness(m m)

Second ring
roughness(m m)

Three ring
roughness(m m)

Oil ring
roughness(m m)

–1
0
1

0.8
1.2
1.6

0.8
1.2
1.6

0.8
1.2
1.6

0.8
1.2
1.6

Table 5. Experimental design of Box-Behnken design.
No.

Top ring
roughness(m m)

Second ring
roughness(m m)

Three ring
roughness(m m)

Oil ring
roughness(m m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

1.6
1.2
1.2
0.8
0.8
1.2
1.6
1.2
1.6
1.6
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.2
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.6
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.2
1.2
1.2

0.8
0.8
1.2
0.8
1.6
1.2
1.6
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.6
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.2
1.2

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.2
0.8
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.2
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.2
0.8
1.2
1.6
1.6
1.6
0.8
1.2
1.6

1.2
1.6
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.6
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.2
1.6
0.8
0.8
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.6
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.6

cylinder liner increases, the friction force of the microconvex body near the upper dead center of the work stroke
is slightly reduced, but the ﬂuid friction force and friction
loss increase with the increase in the surface roughness of
the cylinder liner. The total friction force and friction loss of
the cylinder liner-piston ring friction pair with the
crankshaft angle for three different roughness are shown
in Figure 20 and 21.

5 Conclusion
This paper brieﬂy describes the theoretical model of the piston
ring cylinder liner friction pair, and establishes the engine
thermodynamic model and the piston ring group dynamics
model to calculate the friction performance between the
piston ring and the cylinder liner. The inﬂuence of surface
roughness of piston ring and cylinder liner on friction
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Fig. 17. Experimental scheme and calculation results.

Fig. 18. Comparison of predicted and original calculated value.

Fig. 19. Effect of surface roughness of individual piston rings on the average friction loss.
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List of symbols.
Variable Deﬁnition
fx

axial pressure ﬂow factors

fy

circumferential pressure ﬂow
factors
hear ﬂow factor

fs
Fig. 20. Cylinder liner roughness friction relationship curve.

r
P
U
a

s1
s2
h
ht
Fig. 21. Cylinder liner roughness friction loss relationship curve.

performance was analyzed. Taking into account the coupling
effect of multiple piston rings, the inﬂuence of roughness
variation of four piston rings on friction loss in the piston ring
group is calculated by response surface methodology, and the
following conclusions are obtained:
– The top ring roughness has a signiﬁcant effect on the
friction loss between the piston ring and the cylinder
liner. With the increase in roughness, the friction loss
generated by asperity friction increases, while the friction
loss generated by ﬂuid friction decreases.
– Except for the top ring, the surface roughness of other
piston rings also affects the friction loss. The average
friction loss between the piston ring and cylinder liner
decreases with the increase in surface roughness of each
piston ring. The inﬂuence of piston ring roughness
changes on average friction loss in the order from small to
large is: oil ring, second ring, third ring and top ring.
– The surface roughness of the cylinder liner has an equally
important effect on the friction loss: as the surface
roughness of the cylinder liner increases, the total friction
force increases and the friction loss also increases.

Conﬂict of interest

m
p1
p2
b
L

WA
b
H
E

E1
E2
v1

The authors certify that there is no conﬂict of interest.

lubricant density
oil ﬁlm pressure
velocity of the piston ring
movement
integrated roughness of the
two surfaces of
the piston ring and cylinder
line
surface roughness of the
piston ring
surface roughness of the
cylinder liner
nominal oil ﬁlm thickness
expected value of the actual
oil ﬁlm thickness
lubricant dynamic viscosity
the gas pressure at the upper
edge of the piston ring
the gas pressure at the lower
edge of the piston ring
the axial height of the piston
ring
the length of the piston ring
in the circumferential
direction
the micro-convex body
contact force
radius of curvature of the
micro-convex body
ﬁlm thickness ratio
integrated modulus of
elasticity of the two surfaces
of the piston ring and the
cylinder liner
the elastic modulus of
cylinder liner
the elastic modulus of piston
ring
the Poisson’s ratio of cylinder
liner

Unit
dimensionless
quantities
dimensionless
quantities
dimensionless
quantities
Kg/m3
MPa
m/s
mm

mm
mm
mm
mm
N·s/m2
MPa
MPa
mm
mm

N
m mm
dimensionless
quantities
MPa

MPa
MPa
dimensionless
quantities
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List of symbols. (continued).
Variable Deﬁnition
v2
A
Ac
FL

Fg
Fe
Pg
D
T
S
Mg
F1
F2
FA
FH
Rx
t0
a
x1
x2
t1; t2
Ff
TðsÞ
aðsÞ
Tm
am
k1 ,k2

the Poisson’s ratio of piston
ring
nominal contact area of the
micro-convex body
actual contact area of the
micro-convex body
lubricant ﬂuid force between
the cylinder liner and piston
ring
piston ring backlash gas force
piston ring own elastic force
the gas pressure of piston
ring backlash
the diameter of the piston
ring
the radial thickness of the
piston ring
the opening gap of the piston
ring
the gravitational force of the
piston ring
gas pressure on the lower
surface of the piston ring
gas pressure on the upper
surface of the piston ring
asperity friction
ﬂuid friction
support force of the piston
ring groove on the lower
end surface of the piston ring
the shear stress constant, the
value is 2 x 106
the boundary friction
coefﬁcient
the starting point of the oil
ﬁlm
the ending point of the oil
ﬁlm
the shear factor
total frictional force
the cylinder liner surface
temperature along with the
axial height change
the heat transfer coefﬁcient
along with the axial height
change
the average temperature
the average heat transfer
coefﬁcient
k1 =0.537(l/d)0.24, k2 =1.45k1

List of symbols. (continued).
Unit

Variable Deﬁnition

Unit

dimensionless
quantities
mm2

1
d

mm
mm

mm2

g
s

the piston stroke
the cylinder liner inner
diameter
g = s/l (0g1)

dimensionless
quantities
the piston axial displacement mm

N

References
N
N
MPa
mm
mm
mm
N
N
N
N
N
N

constant
dimensionless
quantities
mm
mm
dimensionless
quantities
N
°C
W/m2 °C

°C
W/m2 °C
dimensionless
quantities
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